Books for Tweens
6 - 8 Grades

Far Away
by Lisa Graff
(J Gra)

Fly Girls: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History
by Keith O’Brien
(J 920 Obr)

Genesis Begins Again
by Alicia Williams
(J Wil)

Marcus Vega Doesn’t Speak Spanish
by Pablo Cartaya
(J Car)

My Corner of the Ring, a Memoir from a Champ
by Jesselyn Silva
(YA B Silva)

No Fixed Address
by Susin Nielsen–Fernlund
(J Nie)

Other Words for Home
by Jasmine Warga
(J War)
Pie in the Sky
by Remy Lai
(J Lai)

Sal and Gabi
Break the Universe
by Carlos Hernandez
(J Her)

Song for a Whale
by Lynne Kelly
(J Kel)

Storm Blown
by Nick Courage
(J Cou)

Sweeping Up the Heart
by Kevin Henkes
(J Hen)

The Friendship War
by Andrew Clements
(J Cle)

The Last Day of Summer
by Lamar Giles
(J Gil)

The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise
by Dan Gemeinhart
(J Gem)